Introduction
• Hello and welcome to the virtual Science
department!
• We can’t wait to welcome you all to our classes in
person in August!
• For now we will do small activities that will get you
thinking about Science and hopefully trying some
experiments at home!
• For any tasks that require you to write something
down, please use any notebook or paper you have
available! If you want to, keep it safe and bring it with you in August to
show your teacher in person!

What actually IS Science?!
• Everyone has a different idea about what Science will
be like when they start in S1!
• Some people people know that Science is fun (obvs!) but
aren’t really sure what it is!
• Can you give a definition of what YOU think Science is
and what it will be like in secondary school?
• Write your ideas down!

Lab Safety Activity
• Being safe in a Science Lab is really important and so
the rules that we have in our department are
sometimes different to those in other departments!
• On the next slide there is a picture of a Science Lab
that is in CHAOS! (You won’t find that in Monifieth High!!!)
• Look for all the hazards / things going wrong in this
lab! What do you think they should be doing instead
to stay safe?
• List as many hazards/things going wrong as you can
and say what should be done instead!

Building on your skills!
• Looking out for things (observing) and describing
things in detail are two very important skills for a
scientist.
• The next 2 activities are simple experiments that you
can try out at home to practice these skills!
• Please don’t worry if you don’t have the things
needed to carry them both out – doing just one of
them is fine!
• If you cannot do any then watch the video clips
associated with each experiment!

Remember to ask permission from someone
at home before doing these experiments
and using any of the things needed from
around the house!

Surface Tension in Pennies!
How many drops of water can fit into the
“bubble” on a penny before it bursts?
•

Water droplets hold on tightly to each other
& don't want to separate.

• They especially cling to each other at the surface of the
bubble because there is no water droplets on the other side
of them to grab on to – this is called ‘surface tension’.
• You are going to investigate how many drops a penny can
hold before the bubble bursts!
• You can then go further and investigate the effect of different
liquids on surface tension.

Surface Tension in Pennies!
Things you will need: A coin, small cup of water,
kitchen roll, a dropper of some sort (a syringe that is used to
give you medicine is good, or even a squeezy drinks bottle with a “pop”
top!)

1.

Place your coin on top of the kitchen roll on a flat surface (the kitchen roll will

2.

Fill Your dropper with water & begin dropping water one drop at a time onto
the head side of your coin – try to make each drop the same size!

3.

Continue adding drops until the water spills over the side of the coin –
remember to count the number of drops!

4.

Dry the coin and replace the kitchen roll. Repeat the experiment two more
times and write down your results!

absorb the water!)

EXTRA: From your results can you calculate the average number of drops it takes?

Surface Tension in Pennies! EXTRA!
Salt Water
• Repeat the same experiment but this time use a salt solution
(salt water). Mix regular salt with water and see what happens
this time.
•

Is there a difference between these results and those for pure
water? If so, see if you can find out why.

Soapy Water
• Repeat the experiment but this time gently mix a squirt of
washing up liquid into your water. See if bathroom soap,
shampoo, toothpaste, washing powder/liquid have the same
effect. Is the number of drops greater or less? Why do you think
this is?

Surface Tension in Pennies! VIDEOS!
If you cannot carry out this experiment at home take a
look at the video clip below (clink the link to watch) to see this
experiment (including some of the extra tasks) in action.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YGLfZG5lEQ
After 2 minutes 25 seconds there is an explanation about
what happens – this goes into a LOT of detail so don’t
worry if you don’t understand it!

Chromatography!
What colours make up the ink in felt tip
pens?
• Chromatography is used to separate out a mixture - when you dip
paper with ink on it in water, the dried pigments in the ink dissolve.
• As the water travels up the paper, it carries the pigments (things used
to make colour) along with it!
• Different-coloured pigments are carried along at different speeds;
some travel farther and faster than others!
• Because they travel at different speeds if the ink is made up of a
mixture of different pigments, they separate to reveal the colours
that were mixed to make it!

Chromatography!
Things you will need: Scissors, felt tip pens (darker colours,
especially black, are best!) , 2 pencils, Sellotape, water, a
glass, white coffee filter paper OR kitchen roll (filter paper
works best but kitchen roll works too!)

BEFORE YOUR START:
The filter paper/kitchen roll will have to be cut
into strips that fit nicely into the glass you are
using!
1.

Take your pencil and sellotape the end of a
strip of paper/kitchen roll to the middle &
place the pencil across the top of the glass so
the paper dangles down into it.

2.

See how far your paper goes and cut the length
so it is just short of the bottom.

Chromatography!
1. Using your pencil draw a line on your paper about 1-2 cm from the
bottom (so you can see where the ink started from afterwards).
2. Apply a small blob of ink to the pencil line and let it dry for a few
minutes.
3. Dangle your paper into the glass & add water slowly until it just
touches the bottom of the paper - it must be below the level of your ink
blob!
4. Wait and watch what happens! Why not take a time lapse video if you
are able?
5. Once the ink has separated and the water has reached the top of the
paper take it out and leave it to dry – what colours are you able to see?

Chromatography! EXTRA!
Sweets
You can try to investigate the colours of some sweets. Skittles and M&Ms seem
to work best but feel free to try any!
1.

Put a few sweets of the same colour in the bottom of a glass or cup & add just a few
drops of water.

2.

Swirl the sweets around in the water to get the colour into the water.

3.

Now try to put a small drop of the colour onto the paper strip – in the same place you
did with the pen. You can do this by using:
•
A very small paint brush
•
A cocktail stick. If you carefully squash one end of it you can make it like a brush!

4.

The dye will be quite faint so leave it to dry and then put another drop on top of the
first. Keep doing this until you can see colour.

5.

Now dip the paper strip in the water as you did before and see what happens!

Chromatography! VIDEOS!
If you cannot carry out this experiment at home take a
look at the video clip below (clink the link to watch) to see this
experiment in action.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uFLOQ18Mt8

Let us see your work!
Write a tweet to tell us something you have learned in
this lesson or to show us some of you’re your work!
Remember it has to be no more than 280
characters…including #hashtags!!
Pictures are welcome too!
You can send your tweets to one of our Science
teachers @MissMacraeee or to the Chemistry
Department @chemistry@MHS

